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I. Introduction
Electrostatic
discharge
(ESD)
continues to pose significant risks to
space missions despite decades of
intense study [1]. ESD mitigation is
critical for mission success, especially
as mission lifetimes increase,
components become more compact
and sensitive, and spacecraft venture
into
more
extreme
space
environments.
Tabulated values of material ESD
breakdown fields, FESD, used by
spacecraft designers and modelers in
charging models are often based on
cursory measurements not relevant
to space missions. Materials science
offers insight into the relevant
variables that affect breakdown and
how to address them experimentally
for spacecraft applications. For many
pristine dielectrics, these include [2,
3]:
• Use of electric field as the relevant
physical parameter
• Dielectric thickness
• Charging rate
• Material aging and damage
• Temperature
• Water and volatile absorption
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II. Methods
This research offers experimental and
theoretical insight to help spacecraft
designers improve estimates of FESD
over mission lifetimes used in space
environment interaction models.
Measured distributions of ESD data
across several test configurations for
three polymeric materials are shown.
Together, these begin to provide an
understanding of how to estimate
the likelihood of ESD events over a
spacecraft’s mission lifetime.

It is impossible to perfectly
simulate both flight conditions
and durations on the ground
necessitating the use of
accelerated
test
methods.
Simple mean field theories for
dielectric breakdown predict
that breakdown depends on
applied electric field, the time
that field persists, electronic
band defect energies and
densities, and temperature [2].

Spacecraft charging effects mitigation
standards offer guidelines for
modellers to design spacecraft
systems to be immune to the effects
of expected ESD pulse characteristics
and frequencies:
• Refer to tables of breakdown values
for common insulators measured using
standard methods [3, 4].
• For unlisted materials, use conserveative estimates. Spacecraft charging
standards
estimate
minimum
breakdown thresholds over a wide
range of 1 to 20 MV/m [3-6].
• Test
specific
materials
and
components to be used to determine
breakdown thresholds and add a
safety margin either by testing
conditions exceeding expected worse
case scenarios or simply assuming the
thresholds stated above [3-6].
• Given a breakdown voltage threshold,
use spacecraft charging software to
estimate the time the spacecraft will
spend at potentials at or exceeding the
threshold value and estimate the ESD
threat for the mission [3-7].

III. Summary of Advice to Modelers
Taken together, the following tests begin to
show a material’s likelihood for dielectric
breakdown.
•
•
•
•

Voltage step-up to breakdown tests at slow
ramp rates to determine nominal FESD [Fig. 1(a)].
Voltage step-up tests at different temperatures.
[Fig. 1(b)].
Voltage step-up tests varying dV/dt. [Fig. 1(c)].
Static voltage endurance time (SVET) tests holding a sample below its nominal breakdown
voltage and measuring time to breakdown. [Fig.
1(d)].
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Define your mission requirements as well
as possible (ESD risk, time, temperature,
𝑑𝑉 𝑑𝑡, dryness, etc.).
Handbook values are not wrong but they
were often developed for different
applications. (e.g., breakdown tests in oil
with a pin electrode at 500 V/s)
Tailor ESD test materials and components
as close to flight hardware as possible.
Subtle changes or dynamic evolution of
material properties can drastically alter
results [8, 9].
ESD tests should be tailored to relevant
mission conditions and worst case
scenarios.
Breakdown is not well characterized by a
single number. Consider a probability
distribution that depends on the material
and the conditions it is subjected to over
time [8, 10].
Taken together, SVET tests, tests at different
ramp-rates and T, provide more accurate
estimates of material behaviours.
We have observed in many materials prebreakdown non-shorting arc events that
correlate strongly to the distribution of
ESDs. These ‘pre-arcs’ [Fig. 1(a)] could more
efficiently estimate ESD thresholds [2, 11].
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Figure 2. Successively more accurate
representations of dielectric strength for
LDPE, BOPP, and PI (Kapton). (a)
Manufacturer values. (b) Averages and
standard deviations with underlying error
function fits to USU step-up tests. (c)
Empirical cumulative distributions of USU
step-up tests.
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In summary, we offer the following
considerations when selecting break-down
thresholds for use in models.

Figure 1. Tests of material electrostatic breakdown. (a) Voltage step-up to breakdown tests
for Kapton HN at 20 V per 4 s to determine nominal FESD. (b) FESD versus temperature for
LDPE from voltage step-up tests . (c) Voltage step-up tests at varying ramp rates, dV/dt, for
Kapton ETM. (d) Series of static voltage endurance time (SVET) tests for LDPE, requiring 68
days to acquire the data shown.
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